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I Like Him, He Likes Her
This is an illustrated technical guide to the Boeing 737
aircraft. Containing extensive explanatory notes,
facts, tips and points of interest on all aspects of this
hugely successful airliner and showing its technical
evolution from its early design in the 1960s through
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to the latest advances in the MAX. The book provides
detailed descriptions of systems, internal and external
components, their locations and functions, together
with pilots notes and technical specifications. It is
illustrated with over 500 photographs, diagrams and
schematics.Chris Brady has written this book after
many years developing the highly successful and
informative Boeing 737 Technical Site, known
throughout the world by pilots, trainers and engineers
as the most authoritative open source of information
freely available about the 737.

Scientific Illustration
A very funny school story with weird and wonderful
characters by the award-winning author, Philip Ridley.
Ruskin Splinter is small and thin, with knock-knees,
thick glasses and a squeaky voice, and the idea of
him taming a dragon makes the whole class laugh.
Big, strong Elvis is stupid but he looks like a hero. So
who is more likely to get the big part in the school
play? But when the mysterious beast, Krindlekrax,
threatens Lizard Street and everyone who lives there,
it is Ruskin who saves the day and proves he is the
stuff that heroes are made of after all.

Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act
1975 (Australia) (2018 Edition)
A guide to understanding the Americans which dispels
or confirms preconceived prejudices with humour and
insight.
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Tossed Into Love
Since the debut of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone, the Harry Potter film franchise has become one
of the most popular and successful in the world.
Beautifully crafted and presented in a deluxe, largeformat with lavish production values, these pages
present a visual chronicle of the work by artists and
filmmakers to bring the wizarding world to life
onscreen. Bursting with hundreds of rare and
unpublished works of art, including production
paintings, concept sketches, storyboards, blueprints,
and more, this collectible book is the definitive tome
on the visual legacy of the Harry Potter films. Fans will
recognize beloved characters, creatures, locations,
and more as they embark on a journey through the
wizarding world, from Gringotts to the Quidditch pitch.

Home Design Journal
Siloxanes in the Nordic Environment
The World’s #1 Hands-On Oracle SQL Workbook–Fully
Updated for Oracle 11g Crafted for hands-on learning
and tested in classrooms worldwide, this book
illuminates in-depth every Oracle SQL technique you’ll
need. From the simplest query fundamentals to
regular expressions and with newly added coverage
of Oracle’s powerful new SQL Developer tool, you will
focus on the tasks that matter most. Hundreds of stepby-step, guided lab exercises will systematically
strengthen your expertise in writing effective, highPage 3/24
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performance SQL. Along the way, you’ll acquire a
powerful arsenal of useful skills–and an extraordinary
library of solutions for your real-world challenges with
Oracle SQL. Coverage includes 100% focused on
Oracle SQL for Oracle 11g, today’s #1 database
platform–not “generic” SQL! Master all core SQL
techniques including every type of join such as
equijoins, self joins, and outer joins Understand Oracle
functions in depth, especially character, number,
date, timestamp, interval, conversion, aggregate,
regular expressions, analytical, and more Practice all
types of subqueries, such as correlated and scalar
subqueries, and learn about set operators and
hierarchical queries Build effective queries and learn
fundamental Oracle SQL Developer and SQL*Plus
skills Make the most of the Data Dictionary and create
tables, views, indexes, and sequences Secure
databases using Oracle privileges, roles, and
synonyms Explore Oracle 11g’s advanced data
warehousing features Learn many practical tips about
performance optimization, security, and architectural
solutions Avoid common pitfalls and understand and
solve common mistakes For every database
developer, administrator, designer, or architect,
regardless of experience!

Biomarkers in Clinical Drug Development
Giorgio Manganelli (1922-1990), one of Italy's most
radical and original writers, went further than most in
exploring the creative possibilities of hybrid genres
and open forms. Ostentation, theatricality, and a love
of drapery and verbal excess are defining features of
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his body of work, which ranges from prose fiction,
literary criticism, and drama to travel writing,
treatises, commentaries, and imaginary interviews.
This study examines the wealth of Manganelli's
imagination - his grotesque animals, speaking
corpses, and melancholy spectres - and argues that
his spectacular eloquence was shaped by an
exceptional awareness of literary and philosophical
models. Following Manganelli's lead, the author
addresses issues such as the boundaries of
meaningful language, the relationship between
literary and visual texts, fantasy and realism, and the
power of literature to express the apprehensions and
intimations of human consciousness.

Once A Ferrara Wife
Can the best of enemies become the hottest of
lovers? New York Times bestselling author Aurora
Rose Reynolds proves that opposites can be
compatible--and twice as combustible Libby Reed is
over it. Or that's what she tells herself. She's lusted
after one of New York's bravest for years, but
firefighter Antonio Moretti has doused her interest for
the last time. As much as she wants the arrogant jerk
(in a bad, bad way), they can't even be in the same
room without setting each other offwhich might be a
problem now that she's volunteered to help out in his
family's restaurant. Antonio's been burned before.
Now he knows better than to trust a pretty face and
follow another pair of long, beautiful legs into
heartbreak. But while Libby might rub him the wrong
way, he can't deny the heat between them. And it
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only burns hotter when she steps up in his time of
need. The closer they get, the more he realizes he
may have misjudged her. Then again, he doesn't
know the secret Libby's keeping that could send their
relationship up in flames before it's even begun.

Juilliard music adventure
With sensitivity to the Christian tradition and a rich
understanding of postmodern thought, Peter Rollins
argues that the movement known as the “emerging
church” offers a singular, unprecedented message of
transformation that has the potential to revolutionize
the theological and moral architecture of Western
Christianity. How (not) to Speak of God sets out to
explore the theory and praxis of this contemporary
expression of faith. Rollins offers a clear exploration
of this embryonic movement and provides key
resources for those involved in communities that are
conversant with, and seeking to minister effectively
to, the needs of a postmodern world. “Here in
pregnant bud is the rose, the emerging new
configuration, of a Christianity that is neither Roman
nor Protestant, neither Eastern nor monastic; but
rather is the re-formation of all of them. Here, in
pregnant bud, is third-millennium Christendom.”
—Phyllis Tickle “I am a raving fan of the book you are
holding. I loved reading it. I have already begun
widely recommending it. Reading it did good for my
mind and for my soul. It helped me understand my
own spiritual journey more clearly, and it gave me a
sense of context for the work I’m involved in. In fact, I
would say this is one of the two or three most
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rewarding books of theology I have read in ten years.”
—Brian McLaren, from the Foreword

The Age of the Crisis of Man
The Juilliard Music Adventure is an interactive
educational game designed to introduce children to
important musical concepts through a series of
creative puzzles.

The Xenophobe's Guide to the Americans
Find a Penny pick it up and all day long you’ll have
good luck…except, of course, if that Penny is
charming and pretty and funny, and the person
picking her up just happens to be your boyfriend.
Alice McKinley’s freshman year is not as “lucky” as
she was hoping it would be. But she’s is trying to look
on the bright side. There are worse things than being
single for a semester… for a school year…for the
whole summer…. At least Alice can count on her best
friends for support—in theory, anyway. Lately they
haven’t been all that there-for-her. In fact, it seems
like Pam and Liz are suddenly involved in intense,
secret conversations whenever Alice is around. Single
is starting to feel a whole lot like solo.

Krindlekrax
With The Men’s Fitness Exercise Bible, you will always
have time to get in great shape—even if you only
have no time at all. You will always have the
equipment you need—even if you have no equipment
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at all. You will never grow bored or stop seeing
progress—and your workout will never become
routine. Whether you have access to an upscale gym
or just a dumbbell in your garage, whether you’re an
elite athlete or a complete beginner, there’s a
workout in this book—101 of them, in fact—that will
get you bigger, stronger, and leaner. Discover how to
accomplish in 8 minutes what most people do in
80—because top exercise pros give you only the most
effective and efficient workouts in the world. The
Men’s Fitness Exercise Bible gives you:

Craving Him
The Chinese are inordinately proud of having
invented, among a whole host of other things, the
compass (without which the world would have got
lost), paper (without which books would not exist), the
printing press (ditto), porcelain (no pretty matching
chinaware), silk (no decadence), pasta (what would
the Italians eat?), the wheelbarrow (how would
civilisation have fared without it?) and the bristle
toothbrush. A guide to understanding the Chinese
which dispels or confirms preconceived prejudices
with humor and insight.

Think Sociology
Zeta Potential in Colloid Science: Principles and
Applications covers the concept of the zeta potential
in colloid chemical theory. The book discusses the
charge and potential distribution at interfaces; the
calculation of the zeta potential; and the experimental
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techniques used in the measurement of electrokinetic
parameters. The text also describes the
electroviscous and viscoelectric effects; applications
of the zeta potential to areas of colloid science; and
the influence of simple inorganic ions or more
complex adsorbates on zeta potential. Physical
chemists and people involved in the study of colloid
science will find the book useful.

The Xenophobe's Guide to the Chinese
In the first installment of the A Fire Beneath the Skin
trilogy, the city of Klaar has never fallen. No enemy
has ever made it across the Long Bridge or
penetrated the city's mighty walls. Even when a
powerful invading army shows up at the gates, the
duke and his daughter, Rina Veraiin, are certain that
it poses little threat. But they are cruelly betrayed
from within and, in a horrific spasm of violence, the
city is brought to its knees. With the help of her
bodyguard, Kork, the battle-trained young Rina
narrowly escapes the slaughter and makes her way to
the lair of an ancient sorcerer--the Ink Mage--who gifts
her with a strange, beautiful set of magical tattoos.
Now a duchess in exile, Rina sets out on a quest to
reclaim what is rightfully hers, aided by a motley
assortment of followers who will help her in her
cause--some for noble reasons and others for their
own dark purposes. With the enemy's agents nipping
at her heels, Rina must learn to harness her new and
startling magical powers if she is to assert her rightful
place as ruler of Klaar.
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When I Fall
Presenting applications in clinical development,
pharmacokinetic/ pharmacodynamic modelling and
clinical trial simulation, this reference studies the role
of biomarkers in successful drug formulation and
development.

Programming with POSIX Threads
This covetable collection of perfectly mindful origami
includes 25 inventive paper projects for all signs of
the zodiac, both eastern and western. From an
elegant dragon and a complex scorpion to a stylised
monkey and a classic rooster, each project is superbly
designed and clearly explained with fully illustrated
step-by-step instructions. Also included are 30 sheets
of origami paper to get you started on a relaxing and
creative activity for your digital detox time. Whether
you are an origami beginner or a seasoned paper
crafter looking for a more complex challenge,
Perfectly Mindful Origami will exercise your mind
while clearing it of clutter.

Oracle SQL by Example
THINK Currency. THINK Issues. THINK Relevancy.
THINK Sociology. With an engaging visual design and
just 15 chapters, THINK Sociology is the Australian
Sociology text your students will want to read. This
text thinks their thoughts, speaks their language,
grapples with the current-day problems they face,
and grounds sociology in real world experiences.
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THINK Sociology is informed with the latest research
and the most contemporary examples, allowing you
to bring current events directly into your unit with
little additional work.

CPT Changes 2019
Bring your electronic inventions to life! "This full-color
book is impressivethere are some really fun projects!"
-GeekDad, Wired.com Who needs an electrical
engineering degree? This intuitive guide shows how to
wire, disassemble, tweak, and re-purpose everyday
devices quickly and easily. Packed with full-color
illustrations, photos, and diagrams, Hacking
Electronics teaches by doing--each topic features fun,
easy-to-follow projects. Discover how to hack sensors,
accelerometers, remote controllers, ultrasonic
rangefinders, motors, stereo equipment,
microphones, and FM transmitters. The final chapter
contains useful information on getting the most out of
cheap or free bench and software tools. Safely solder,
join wires, and connect switches Identify components
and read schematic diagrams Understand the how
and why of electronics theory Work with transistors,
LEDs, and laser diode modules Power your devices
with a/c supplies, batteries, or solar panels Get up and
running on Arduino boards and pre-made modules
Use sensors to detect everything from noxious gas to
acceleration Build and modify audio amps,
microphones, and transmitters Fix gadgets and
scavenge useful parts from dead equipment

The Eloquence of Ghosts
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Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 (Australia)
(2018 Edition) The Law Library presents the complete
text of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975
(Australia) (2018 Edition). Updated as of May 15,
2018 This book contains: - The complete text of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 (Australia)
(2018 Edition) - A table of contents with the page
number of each section

Manography
For a better understanding of the latest revisions to
the CPT(R) code set, rely on the best-selling CPT(R)
Changes 2019: An Insider's View. Find the meaning
behind all of the changes included in the AMA's
CPT(R) Professional Edition codebook. Invest in this
annual publication and get the insider's perspective
into the CPT(R) code set directly from the source--the
American Medical Association. AMA is the authority to
turn to when seeking an official interpretation and
explanation for a CPT(R) code or guideline change.
Know the changes inside and out. Avoid and reduce
claim denials. Features and Benefits Organizational
structure similar to the CPT codebook -- allows coders
to easily conduct a side-by-side read of CPT(R)
Changes with the CPT(R) Professional Official AMA
rationales -- provide a detailed explanation for the
code or guideline change Clinical examples,
procedural descriptions and illustrations -- help
explain the practical application for each change At-aglance summary

Zeta Potential in Colloid Science
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On 30 September 1938 Neville Chamberlain flew back
to London from his meeting at Munich with the
German Chancellor, Adolf Hitler. As he paused on the
aircraft steps, he held aloft the piece of paper which
bore both his and the Führer's signature, the promise
that Britain and Germany would never go to war with
one another again. He had returned bringing 'Peace
with honour - Peace for our Time.' Drawing on a
wealth of original archival material, David Faber
sheds new light on this extraordinary story, tracing
the key incidents leading up to the meeting at Munich
and its immediate aftermath: Lord Halifax's ill-fated
visit to Hitler; Chamberlain's secret negotiations with
Mussolini, and the Berlin scandal that rocked Hitler's
régime. He takes us to Vienna, to the Sudetenland,
and to Prague. In Berlin, we witness Hitler inexorably
preparing for war; and in London, we watch helplessly
as Chamberlain makes one supreme effort after
another to appease Hitler.

The Real Name of God
From New York Times bestselling author, J. Daniels,
comes a sexy new STANDALONE novel. For the past
nine years, I've kept my heart as far away from my
dick as possible.Those two can't be anywhere near
each other. They don't play nice, and one of them
undoubtedly winds up getting hurt.Not my dick. My
dick is good.The women I take home know exactly
what they're getting from me-sex. Nothing more. At
least, that's what's supposed to happen. The sweet
brunette from Kentucky I set my sights on tonight
shouldn't have been any different. I had her right
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where I wanted her. Where I needed her. But when
my past comes walking into McGill's pub, the woman
in my arms decides to take things to a whole new
level, putting me into a situation I never saw
coming.My heart is about to get f**ked. My dick can
sit this one out.

The Reconquest of Spain
This illustrated volume contains a collection of the
watercolours of Sargent,ost of which are mature
works.

VideoHound's Golden Movie Retriever
2015
In Working It, New York Times bestselling author
Kendall Ryan delivered a sexy and addictive
contemporary romance about Emmy Clarke, a sweet
southern girl out of her depth in New York City’s
cutthroat fashion industry, and Ben Shaw, the hot
male model who introduced her to a world of
pleasure. But their story is far from complete… Emmy
Clarke is no quitter. Toughened by her experience
working for fashion heavyweight Fiona Stone, Emmy
has come a long way from her country girl roots,
embracing her fast-paced and unpredictable life in
New York City. Though that life comes with more than
a few complications. First there’s the mystery of
Fiona’s pregnancy, which may or may not involve
Emmy’s boyfriend, superstar male model Ben Shaw.
Emmy has always known that Ben comes with more
baggage than she can handle—and not the Louis
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Vuitton kind. Yet Ben is the only man who has ever
loved Emmy for who she is, and she wants nothing
more than to do the same for him, even if it means
forgiving his past and overlooking their wildly
different lifestyles. But when a shocking secret from
Ben’s past comes to light, unraveling all of their
progress, Emmy must decide if their relationship is
worth the fight, or if it’s time to ignore her passion for
him and let go.

The Art of Harry Potter
A visual exploration of the nude male form ranging
from the sensual to the erotic. Warning: Book
contains full male nudity of an artistic and erotic
nature. All models appearing in this book are over the
age of 18.

Ink Mage
This celebration of Christian unity combines the words
of the nineteenth-century hymnwriter Daniel W.
Whittle with a bold, uplifting tune by Mary McDonald.
Ideal for special church services, the anthem offers a
full orchestration, a smaller version for brass and
percussion, and an opportunity for congregational
singing. The P/A CD includes both the brass and
percussion accompaniment and the full orchestra
accompaniment.

The Boeing 737 Technical Guide
The Fourth Edition of Statistics: A Gentle Introduction
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shows students that an introductory statistics class
doesn’t need to be difficult or dull. Author Fred
Coolidge minimizes students’ anxieties about math by
explaining the concepts of statistics in plain language
first, before addressing the math. Each formula within
the text has a step-by-step example to demonstrate
the calculation so students can follow along. Only
those formulas that are important for final
calculations are included in the text so students can
focus on the concepts, not the numbers. A wealth of
real-world examples and applications gives a context
for statistics in the real world and how it helps us
solve problems and make informed choices. New to
the Fourth Edition are sections on working with big
data, new coverage of alternative non-parametric
tests, beta coefficients, and the "nocebo effect,"
discussions of p values in the context of research, an
expanded discussion of confidence intervals, and
more exercises and homework options under the new
feature "Test Yourself."

Perfectly Mindful Origami - Origami
Zodiac East and West
Software -- Operating Systems.

Contemporary Fashion Illustration
Techniques
The primary skill needed by anyone who works in
fashion is the ability to convey—to clients and the
general public alike—images of the designs. The
impression given to the viewer depends on whether
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the fashion design drawings are good. Contemporary
Fashion Illustration Techniques thoroughly describes
the basics of fashion illustration, and covers the latest
trends such as vivid images, sprightly movement, and
garment material texture. After all, fashion drawing is
not simply about sketching a body and face; only
when you accurately reproduce the garments and
their colors can the designs truly come to life.

F.d.n.y.
Life, and home design, just got simpler. Are you a
home maker in the most literal sense? If you love
creating spaces that reflect your style and
imagination, then this journal is designed for you. You
can: Keep track of the professionals who help bring
your ideas to life. Record the manufacturers,
model/style numbers, installers, and more for
everything you add to your house, so you can replace
things quickly and easily if necessary. Plan new room
layouts and remodels. Visualize focal wall elevations.
Hold on to specifications for installed items and
calculate area for purchasing materials. Organize
paint chips and fabric swatches, and keep a list of
accessories. Collect ideas and inspirations for each
room."

Hacking Electronics: An Illustrated DIY
Guide for Makers and Hobbyists
The F.D.N.Y. is the United States' largest and most
storied fire department. Filled with full-color
photographs of firefighting equipment, memorabilia,
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and notable fires, F.D.N.Y. tells the story of the New
York City Fire Department from the Colonial era
through 2001 attack on the World Trade Center to
today. Based on the unparalleled collection of the
New York City Fire Museum, F.D.N.Y. documents the
New York's “Bravest” as they have fought fires,
including the Great Fire of 1835 and the Triangle
Shirtwaist Fire, in a challenging and constantly
changing city.For the 150th anniversary of the
department's founding, the second edition of F.D.N.Y.
adds 16 pages on the department's improvements
since 9/11. Packed with photos showing how
firefighters are dealing with 21st century threats such
as the continuing challenge of terrorism, the 2003
Blackout, and Hurricane Sandy.

How (Not) to Speak of God
Reviews movies that are available on DVD or tape.
Each entry includes title, alternate title, one-to fourbone rating, year released, MPAA rating, brief review,
length, format, country of origin, cast, technical
personnel, awards and made-fortelevision/cable/video designations.

Bev Doolittle
Two dozen color images and more than thirty blackand-white drawings highlight the artist's popular
camouflage technique and Native American sensibility

The Men's Fitness Exercise Bible
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Almost 40 years ago John and Elizabeth Sherill
introduced the world to the phenomenon of 'speaking
in tongues' in their book, They Speak with Other
Tongues. The book was an immediate success as
thousands were touched by the power of this spiritual
gift. The Hidden Power of Speaking in Tongues again
explores this spiritual experience powerfully prevalent
in the early church. This much maligned and
controversial gift was a practical part of their worship
and intercession and seeks to be rediscovered in our
day. In a day of spiritual poverty, Chavda challenges
the Body of Christ to experience afresh the secret
dynamic of 'speaking in tongues', as he removes the
veil covering this glorious gift.

Hidden Power of Speaking in Tongues
A compelling intellectual and literary history of
midcentury America In a midcentury American
cultural episode forgotten today, intellectuals of all
schools shared a belief that human nature was under
threat. The immediate result was a glut of dense,
abstract books on the "nature of man." But the
dawning "age of the crisis of man," as Mark Greif calls
it, was far more than a historical curiosity. In this
ambitious intellectual and literary history, Greif
recovers this lost line of thought to show how it
influenced society, politics, and culture before, during,
and long after World War II. During the 1930s and
1940s, fears of the barbarization of humanity
energized New York intellectuals, Chicago
protoconservatives, European Jewish émigrés, and
native-born bohemians to seek "re-enlightenment," a
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new philosophical account of human nature and
history. After the war this effort diffused, leading to a
rebirth of modern human rights and a new power for
the literary arts. Critics' predictions of a "death of the
novel" challenged writers to invest bloodless
questions of human nature with flesh and detail.
Hemingway, Faulkner, and Richard Wright wrote
flawed novels of abstract man. Succeeding them,
Ralph Ellison, Saul Bellow, Flannery O'Connor, and
Thomas Pynchon constituted a new guard who tested
philosophical questions against social realities—race,
religious faith, and the rise of technology—that kept
difference and diversity alive. By the 1960s, the idea
of "universal man" gave way to moral antihumanism,
as new sensibilities and social movements
transformed what had come before. Greif's reframing
of a foundational debate takes us beyond old
antagonisms into a new future, and gives a prehistory
to the fractures of our own era.

The Church of God Is One
Siloxanes belong to a group of substances used in a
number of industrial applications and in consumer
products such as additives in fuel, car polish,
cleaners, anti foamiers and car waxes. Besides this,
they are widely used in e.g. personal care and
biomedical products. As a result of their wide use,
siloxanes are presumably spread into the
environment both via point sources and via diffuse
sources and may be found in the environment. Recent
studies have suggested that siloxanes may have
direct or indirect toxic effects on various biological
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processes. The aim of this screening study was to
obtain a snapshot of the occurrence of siloxanes in
the Nordic environment. The here presented
screening study involved six countries: Denmark,
Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden.
Sampled media types were air, biota, sediment,
sludge, soil and water. Siloxanes were found in all the
analysed samples types except soils. The results
indicate that there is a general pollution of siloxanes
in the Nordic environment, close to dense population
and major sources. There was, however, a great
variation in concentrations. The cyclic siloxanes
occurred in all media in significantly higher
concentrations than the linear siloxanes. At present,
the observed concentrations are not alarmingly high,
and many background sites seem to be noncontaminated. However, the use of siloxanes is
extensive and it is possible that continued use will
lead to increased environmental levels, eventually
reaching effect concentrations.

Statistics
This volume guides readers through the materials,
methods, principles, and practice used to create all
types of medical, biological, and zoological
illustrations. It includes information on computer
graphics that encompasses hardware, software,
techniques, and usage tips. The author provides a
basic overview of the field, including introductory
rendering techniques, and an in-depth discussion of
the many applications of the work, such as
presentation graphics and exhibit design.
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Sargent Watercolors
Munich
Reveals the real, whole name of God and its place
within each of us • Explains how none of the Godnames commonly used in the Bible is God’s real name
• Shows how the real name of God unites all religions
from both West and East • Includes spiritual
techniques, prayers, poems, and meditative chants to
bring each of us into deep, personal, intimate, living
relationship with God Of the many names of God
commonly used in the Bible and other sacred
literature, none is God’s real name. Every God-name,
including YHWH, reflects only one of God’s many
aspects, such as the loving creator, the militaristic
authoritarian, or the all-knowing judge. None
embodies the wholeness, the totality, the full Essence
of God. Who then are we to speak to when we seek
God? If you can’t truly know something until you know
its name, how can we truly know God? The
culmination of years of translation research and
etymological investigation, Rabbi Wayne Dosick’s
work digs through many layers of presumption and
deeply ingrained beliefs to reveal the real name of
God hiding in plain sight in the Bible: Anochi. He
shows how this sacred name unites all religions--both
of the West and the East. The name Anochi enables
us to finally meet the whole, complete, real God--both
the grand God of the vast universe and the God of
breath, soul, and heart who dwells within each of us.
This in-depth exploration of God’s name includes
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spiritual techniques, poems, guided prayers, and
meditative chants to bring each of us into personal,
intimate, and purposeful relationship with God. By
knowing the real name of God, we can affirm the
connection to the Divine at the core of our being. We
can touch the face of God that resides deep within us
all.
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